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From the editor

Should I stay or should I go?

T

here is a ‘rebuilding’ theme in this issue, and every letter I’ve
drafted so far has been sorrowful when my intention is to applaud the homeowners — and their teams of architects/builders/
designers — who had the vision and courage to undertake some
incredibly big projects. For some, they simply didn’t want to leave
their community, and for others, it was time to plant some roots.
The homes in this issue have seen their share of misfortune — from neglect, fire,
floodwaters and even termites — but the homeowners just saw promise.
For architect Harmony Grogan, the 1936 bungalow she fell for needed repair
but had all the original details and materials that make older homes so beautiful.
Over a 10-year period, she moved from room to room, stripping back, building up
and creating meaningful and, most importantly, useful spaces.
For architect Cotton Estes, her love connection was a little different. The 1912
craftsman-style home that she and her husband bought was abandoned and
damaged by fire. But it also had a smart layout and was built entirely of prized
long leaf pine that was salvaged and reused throughout. The most significant
change came in the form of skylights that the couple strategically placed after
seeing dappled light through the fire-damaged roof.
Jackson & McElhaney Architects were called to Midland to remodel the recently purchased home of empty nesters who had raised their family right
around the corner. The reno turned into a rebuild after extreme termite damage
forced them to tear it down, but the architects stayed true-to-style of the original
home and the homeowners got a clean slate to work with.
For many, the 2015 flood in Wimberley is still too close for comfort, but the
rebuilding continues as in the case of this home now resting on much higher
ground. Architect Pax Chagnon’s design of a modern waterfront retreat is also
flood resistant with reinforced concrete and steel.
Just down the road from San Antonio, Castroville has been described as a time
capsule where traditions, architecture and language of the early settlers are still
preserved. Even as big box stores and a few fast-food chains are creeping in, the
town’s historic center remains culturally intact with 100 historic homes that can
be viewed by way of a walking tour. Being born in a little hospital right on the
town square and having a family history that dates back to the mid-1800s makes
me more than happy to be supporting Castroville’s 175th anniversary.
In closing, maybe ‘preservation’ is a better word to describe the theme of this issue. I like the idea of maintaining a piece of history, no matter how far back it goes.

Trisha Doucette
On The Cover:
Modern appliances pair perfectly with vintage
Fiestaware and existing cabinets painted in a minty
shade of green that is so appropriate for this 1936
bungalow. Photo by Leonid Furmansky. Page 28.
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landscape | tree care

THE

MIGHTY
OAK

Photography courtesy of
Texas A&M Forest Service

What would we do without our majestic oak trees scattered throughout
our beautiful Texas Hill Country? They define our landscape as much as
wildflower season, but many are dying at epic proportions from oak wilt,
and as the saying goes, “Prevention is the best medicine.”
IDENTIFYING OAK WILT

OAK WILT SPREAD

Oak wilt is an infectious disease caused by the fungus
Bretziella fagacearum which invades and disables the tree’s
water-conducting system. While all oaks are susceptible to the
disease, Red Oaks and Live Oaks are more greatly affected.
Aside from patterns of extreme tree mortality, oak wilt in Red
Oaks can be identified by autumn-colored leaves in the spring/
summer called flagging, and Live Oak leaves develop yellow to
brown veins called veinal necrosis, brown tips called tip burn,
and defoliate rapidly. Another visual indicator are fungal mats
which may be found on infected Red Oaks. Fungal mats can
be identified by narrow cracks in the bark of dying Red Oaks.
Their odor resembles that of fermenting fruit.

Erin Davis, the regional Staff Forester from the Texas A&M
Forest Service, based in Kerrville, explains that an insect, a
nitidulid beetle, is attracted by a fungal mat’s fruity smell, visits the Red Oak, picks up fungal spores that stick to its body,
then flies to a fresh cut or wound on a Live Oak and drops
off that fungal spore. “The beetle is attracted to both the fungal mats and fresh wounds on oaks because those wounds/
cuts produce sap,” explains Davis. This starts a new infection
center in the Live Oak that will most likely spread quickly
throughout the Live Oak motts or grove via their interconnected roots. Davis adds, “Oak wilt does not move through the air
on its own - it needs the beetle.”

22 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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LEFT PHOTO: RED OAK STARTING TO THIN AND FLAG FROM OAK
WILT. RIGHT PHOTO: EXPOSED FUNGAL MAT ON A RED OAK.

OAK WILT PREVENTION
The first step is to take precautions when performing tree
maintenance. Never prune any oak species from February
through June unless there is a safety issue such as a fallen
limb, and regardless of when you prune, paint/seal all cut ends.
“The paint creates a barrier so that the beetle isn’t attracted to
fresh wounds/cuts. It is advised to paint all pruning cuts immediately after cutting because of this. This means cut, paint,
cut, paint, and so on. It doesn’t mean prune the whole tree,
then go back and paint later,” advises Davis who says regular
spray paint from a hardware store will do the trick.
Tyler Burkett of Burkett Arbor Care recommends diversifying the tree population on your property. “Our native forests
are nearly a monoculture of oaks and having a monoculture
of one group is never ideal. If a devastating disease moves
through, you can lose a large percentage of your trees. We
generally recommend planting non-oak species, or oak wiltresistant oaks which include Monterey Oak, Lacey Oak, Burr
Oak and Chinquapin Oak.”
When one Live Oak in a mott has been infected, you can
assume that all will get oak wilt. Davis says, “Live Oak roots
can span two to three times the height of the tree and even
Live Oaks that are 200 to 300 feet apart can still be connected.
Once oak wilt is in a root system, it will spread at an average
rate of 75 feet per year; therefore, trenching four feet deep and
100 feet ahead of the infection center to cut off its transportation system has been an effective solution in the prevention of
oak wilt spread.”
If there is not a 100-foot distance to trench, you can inject
trees in the mott with a specified fungicide to protect individual trees. “The fungus will still move through the root system
— even if you inject a whole group or line of Live Oaks. So,
you want to inject each individual tree that you wish to save,”
says Davis. Burkett says a tree that is showing signs of oak
wilt but has lost less than 30 percent of its canopy has a much
better shot of a successful treatment than a tree that has lost
more than 30 percent. Davis adds, “But when you inject an
uninfected tree within 100-150 feet of the disease, and it is

TOP PHOTO: VEINAL NECROSIS ON LIVE OAK LEAVES.
BOTTOM LEFT: ADJACENT MOVEMENT OF OAK WILT THROUGH
INTERCONNECTED ROOTS.
BOTTOM RIGHT: TIP BURN ON LIVE OAK LEAVES.

done correctly, the success rate can be 80-90 percent. You can
inject a tree that is already symptomatic but have realistic expectations. The success rate drops drastically when there are
symptoms and leaf loss. When a tree gets oak wilt, it plugs up
its vessels. The more infected the tree is, the more closed off
its vascular system is, and the tree is not able to take up water
or fungicide. If the tree is almost completely defoliated, then
it is too late. The leaves create the pull that allows the tree to
take water upward, and if there are no leaves, there is nothing
to pull the fungicide up as well,” says Davis.
If you do lose trees to oak wilt, it’s important to consider
how to dispose of the dead limbs. Davis says, “The burning of
infected firewood does not spread the disease; however, you
do not want to travel and/or store infected Red Oak firewood
because that leaves the possibility of that firewood growing
fungal mats. If you have an infected Red Oak, burning it as
soon as possible and on-site is recommended. You can also
chip it or bury it. Live Oaks do not grow fungal mats so it is
okay to store and travel with Live Oak firewood even if it died
from oak wilt.” u
For more information, visit www.texasoakwilt.org and
www.texasconservation.org.
TEXAS A&M FOREST SERVICE
830-792-8885
www.tfsweb.tamu.edu | www.texasoakwilt.org
BURKETT ARBOR CARE
830-229-5700 | www.burkettarborcare.com
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market | kitchen & bath

Featured Advertiser Editorial

COUNTERTOPS:
NATURAL STONE VS
ENGINEERED
QUARTZ VS WOOD

THIS VS
THAT

Making the best choices
for your kitchen.
Photography courtesy of Boerne Kitchens and Baths
Whether you’re planning a complete kitchen
remodel or a simpler refresh, options are limitless and
trend predictions can be overwhelming. Colors and finishes are important — and fun to select — but the fact is,
how you use your kitchen and what products will increase
functionality are far more important in the long run, and
also the hardest decisions to make. We asked Mark
Burns of Boerne Kitchens and Baths what his clients request time and time again, and what other homeowners
can consider when making the big decisions.
ARTISANS-A TEXAS GALLERY, FREDERICKSBURG
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In large expanses, countertops often catch the eye
first and can certainly set the
tone for all other kitchen accessories. The varieties are
endless but it boils down to
what will really stand the
test of time in your kitchen.
Marbles are soft and porous, and for the average homeowner are impractical. Acidic
foods can eat at the finish and create dull patches on the surface, and a glass of wine spilled will stain the surface unless it
is properly and frequently sealed.
Granites generally are more impervious to staining especially when they have been polished and sealed. They are
also heat and scratch resistant and available in a wide variety of patterns and colorways. The natural mineral crystals
in granite, which provide its unique look, also make getting a
perfectly smooth edge almost impossible. This creates small
chips on the edge which, while not perceptible to the eye,
can be felt. If a heavy item is dropped on the edge, it can chip
out a divot.
Made from bits of stone, resins and pigments, engineered
quartz is becoming the countertop of choice for most homeowners. The durable, nonporous nature of engineered quartz
makes it resistant to stains, scratches and acid, and it doesn’t
require sealing like a natural stone surface, making it practically maintenance free. On the downside, engineered quartz
can discolor if extremely hot items are placed on it such as a
wok directly from the burner.
Wood or Butcherblock countertops can make dramatic
statements in the kitchen. Complementary to any kitchen
design ranging from traditional to retro, a beautiful slab of
Mesquite with a natural edge provides an informality to clean,
straight cabinetry lines. Water and wood are not friends so
avoid use around sinks or wet areas, and it is maintenance intense — discoloring, staining and microbial issues are always
a concern if not properly and regularly sealed.

STORAGE:
DRAWERS VS DOORS
Accessing the gadgets, pots and pans of everyday cooking without hurting yourself can be a real issue. Drawers allow you to get full use of the cabinet as you can extend the
drawer fully out. Nothing gets lost, even in deep drawers,
and it reduces heavy lifting and uncomfortable bending and
crouching. Usually more expensive, cabinet drawers should
always be of high quality. Solid wood and dovetailed joints

AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2019

access of power for appliances. If the kitchen is open and flows
into the living room, then it has social implications. On the
kitchen-side, maintain the recommended workspace dimensions, and on the other side consider an overhang countertop
of 12-15 inches for bar stools.

AESTHETICS:
OPEN SHELVING VS UPPER CABINETS

should be standard, and particle board or medium-density
fiberboard (MDF) should be avoided. When selecting drawer
guides, always check the weight ratings — quality glides can
hold up to 100 pounds.
If you choose to stay with base cabinets with doors, rollout
shelves are now customized to fit any cabinet space and are
ideal for storing items that are used infrequently such as mixers and other appliances. The storage space is slightly reduced
as the glides take up space on either side of the pull out, but
this is minor considering the ease of accessing storage space
in the back of the cabinet and even corners.

ISLANDS:
WORKSPACE VS
SEATING
Everyone wants an island
in the kitchen, whether to
expand a workspace or for
the social aspect of “everyone gathers in the kitchen.”
Generally, in an enclosed
kitchen, the island is viewed
as an extension of the workspace for the one cooking. So, if
function is your goal, the National Kitchen and Bath Association recommends 42 inches of counterspace for one cook and
48 inches for two. The island should also be planned with easy

Many homeowners are opting to have open shelving in their
kitchen, but before joining the minimalist movement, ask
yourself, “How organized are my cabinets?” The desire for
clean, open spaces is on the rise but unless your space allows
for a Butler’s Pantry for behind-the-scenes storage, here are a
few things to consider.

Open shelving allows
homeowners to showcase
their heirlooms and collectibles on upper shelves,
for instance, while keeping
everyday kitchenware conveniently within reach on
lower shelves. If you want
upper cabinets but still want
to display your prized possessions and keep the keepsakes clean, try glass front
cabinets with optional LED
lighting.

BACKSPLASHES:
FULL WALL VS CONTAINED
Backsplashes provide visual impact no matter the design or
color of tile or material. So, whether you stick with tried and
true subway tile, a colorful mosaic, or a large format slab, take
it up to the top if your layout allows. u
BOERNE KITCHENS AND BATHS
830-446-1506 | www.boernekitchensandbaths.com
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design board

RED RAVEN PHOTOGRAPHY

SHEA
Pumarejo

Photography by
Jennifer Sui-Rivera

YOUNIQUE DESIGNS
This Spanish Colonial ranch-style home was
originally built by the founders of the La Quinta
Inn chain of hotels. The home features Spanish
architectural details which clearly define its style,
though the current homeowner preferred a more
transitional feel so as not to be limited when selecting furnishings. Our goal was to stay true to the
architecture and history of the home while achieving the light, bright transitional feel that the new
homeowner desired.
The original kitchen had low ceilings and a wall
separating it from the great room. During construction, the wall was removed and the ceiling raised to
the same pitch as the adjoining great room, creating
one continuous space. Beams with reclaimed wood
were added in a light color to draw the eye to the
new height of the ceiling.
In keeping with its Spanish roots, walls were
treated in a lime plaster which adds warmth and
luster. Windows were added to allow natural light to
flood the space, and the vent hood and range placed
in front of the picture window provides a focal point
that draws the eye through the entire open space.
Perimeter cabinets were painted in Benjamin
Moore® Revere Pewter, keeping the kitchen bright,
and the island was made of white oak — stained
a darker tone to balance the texture of the wood
beams and ground the space while giving a nod to
the home’s Spanish roots.
26 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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By Mauri Elbel Photography by Leonid Furmansky

When architect Harmony Grogan found a cozy 1936 bungalow tucked in
Austin’s Zilker neighborhood a decade ago, the only thing she saw was potential.

28 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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unctioning as a rental property for most of
its existence, the 1,340-square-foot house
was an all-white drywall shell at first glance.
But Grogan looked past the mundane to see
the beauty in the bungalow’s original details — hardwood floors, trim, windows and
doors — and embarked on a room-by-room renovation that
preserved the home’s history and infused life and color into
each time-worn space.
“We were definitely looking for an old home — a home with
character was at the top of our list,” says Grogan, principal
architect of Pluck Architecture, the women-led architecture
and interiors firm she recently started after 20 years in the
industry. “It checked all the boxes for me as an architect: two
30 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

bedrooms, two bathrooms, an eat-in kitchen and walk-in closets. It had great old bones, but I felt like we could add so much
character to the home and make it more comfortable for us
while increasing the functionality.”
For Grogan, this project was all about embracing the concept of small living. She didn’t want to live in a large space nor
maintain and pay taxes on rooms that are rarely used. Rather,
her goal was to redesign this home so that each room would be
used to its maximum ability. Today the updated home Grogan
shares with her partner, Jacob Scheick, and their two black
labs, Bu (named after French architect Le Corbusier) and Pei
(inspired by Chinese-American architect I.M. Pei), is an inspiring testament of how a small home can live much larger than
its square footage with smart and thoughtful updates.
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But this remodel didn’t happen overnight. Over the 10 years
since they purchased the home, Grogan and Scheick have
done much of the project themselves, living inside the house
as it evolved into a home they now take pride in.
“It’s been a true labor of love,” says Grogan of the home that
was recently featured on the 2019 Preservation Austin Homes
Tour. “And we did it room by room, which is a really good
way of doing things because once you live in a space and see
the true patterns and lifestyles unfold, the original concept of
what you wanted to change probably isn’t the same.”
Because they rarely host overnight guests, the first project
on the list was converting the second bedroom into a library
to house their vast collection of books. Stripping back the
drywall revealed a gorgeous honey-colored wood ceiling and
exposed shiplap walls that Grogan painted in a matte finish.
The architect designed a custom floor-to-ceiling bookcase that
brought a mid-century element to the pre-war home with its
thin lines and geometry.
32 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

“I think when you live small, it’s important that you can escape to a different room — the big open floor plan concept isn’t
always successful in small living,” says Grogan. “Having different rooms allows us to break up functions and creates privacy
in the home. I was also able to give a different personality to
each room, which is fun and interesting — I like how this house
unfolds, room by room. There is a procession of spaces now.”
Throughout the home’s interior, Grogan selected colors
from Benjamin Moore®’s Historical Collection, inspired by
18th and 19th architecture found throughout North America.
For example, Edgecomb Gray coats the original shiplap walls
in the master bedroom that were exposed after the beatenup drywall was removed, transforming it into a soothing and
serene space. For years, original door and window locations
were hidden by a layer of drywall so Grogan designed built-in
storage nooks to fill those voids and bridge the gap in the original shiplap wall finish. During the demolition, Grogan found
tiny scraps of vintage floral wallpaper left over on the walls. As
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a nod to the past, she selected an Osborne & Little wallpaper
with a similar print and color scheme but with a more modern print featuring giant poppies with silk-like petals. A whitewashed beadboard ceiling envelops the room and creates the
feeling of a canopy over the bed.
“This room is very peaceful — it’s calmer than the other
rooms in the house in terms of color and soft daylight,” says
Grogan of the master bedroom. “It really feels like a retreat.”
Throughout the remodel, Grogan made an effort to reuse what she could rather than replace existing components that were in perfect working order, ranging from the
original wood and vintage encaustic tile flooring to existing
doors and cabinets.
“It was important to me to stay modest and true to the
bones of the house,” says Grogan. “Nothing is too perfect. I
didn’t want anything to be trendy. I wanted it to feel vintage
but current. A lot of people who come in this house don’t know
what is new and old, and I take a lot of pride in that. I think
it demonstrates that we can adapt these older homes to present day living without having to necessarily gut the space and
install sleek finishes.”
In the kitchen, existing cabinets were updated with a minthued Hancock Green while new countertops, backsplash and
lighting breathed life to the dated space. Grogan and Scheick
AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2019
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didn’t need a dedicated laundry space so they removed the
overcrowded and cumbersome utility closet in the corner of
the kitchen and created a more functional area with new appliances placed under the counter which are concealed by cabinetry doors when not in use. Above, a bar alcove offers open
shelving for display and storage and features a stainless steel
countertop to prepare drinks.
34 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

The bungalow’s exterior charm was retained
by preserving original details and restoring
materials, but with a refreshed color palette
— blue-gray with bold and colorful pops like
chartreuse-yellow doors and peacock window
frames. On the back porch, Grogan mounted
leftover butcher block from the countertops
below the window to create a pass-through
from the kitchen, beginning the extension of
a spacious outdoor living area that continues
into the back yard where pavers run alongside
a wall crawling with ivy. The outside, just like
the inside of the home, is all about maximizing
each space and fitting it to how they live.
“To me, this home is so comfortable and
feels true to the character of the original
home as well as the way we live today,” says Grogan. “It really is tailored to our lifestyle, and I think that is important
in architecture. It feels very put together and cohesive, but it
is also fun and unexpected.” u
ARCHITECT Pluck Architecture
512-507-4096 | www.pluckarchitecture.com
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LONG LEAF PINE
and CINDER

By Angela Rabke Photography by Dror Baldinger

It’s probably safe to say that most home buyers would run away from a tired, old, abandoned house riddled
with fire damage. But for San Antonio architect Cotton Estes and her husband Mike Long,
a builder and craftsman, this Dignowity Hill home was perfect.
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“

P

eople were probably frightened of it, but it
was exactly what we were looking for,” she
said. “It was in its raw form and nothing had
been done to change it. Nothing had been
added on; all of the original windows were
aligned. And,” she added, “we could afford it.”
The home is a straight gable, early American craftsmanstyle house, built in 1912. Estes described the structure as “intuitive,” a rare example of an untouched residential structure
built to respond to the surrounding environment. The front
door runs on a perfect axis with a native Texas Sabal palm tree,
visible through the perfectly aligned back door. “The home has
great alignment, and has a neat shotgun effect,” shared Cotton. “It’s sort of like a double width shotgun house.”
The couple began the renovation, simplifying the floorplan
further and carefully preserving all the materials throughout the

process for re-use. It was important to maintain a connection to
the outdoors, a thread that existed already, but that Cotton was
able to strengthen. The entire home is built with long leaf pine,
a durable, fragrant and treasured building material. “We harvested everything, went through all of it, and used it throughout
the house,” said Cotton. “It’s the most important material, and
everything else was chosen to galvanize that choice.”
“We really focused on the pine, and kept everything else
very subdued,” she adds. “And I think being able to look at the
quality of light after we were able to make the change with the
skylights was also a delightful surprise.”
Ever-changing light fills the living space, a result of skylights
that were added later in the design process. “Because of the
fire, we needed to replace the entire roof. When it was removed,
you could really see the light coming through trees on the walls.
We fell in love with that dappled lighting and wanted to pre-
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serve it.” The light from those windows illuminates the whole
volume, allowing the shadows from surrounding trees to move
across a 17’ high wall. “It’s definitely the most impactful change
that we made,” says Cotton. The skylights serve another practical purpose, as they open during warm seasons, allowing half of
the home to be passively cooled with a large fan.
The home is modestly sized, something that the couple has
embraced. Initially, friends and colleagues felt they should
add another bath to the two-bedroom, one-bath home. “We’ve
been surprised by how comfortable we are in a smaller house,”
shared Cotton. “Mike noticed you can vacuum the entire house
without changing outlets,” she laughed. Space is divided in half
along the axis connecting the front and back door, with two
bedrooms, a bath and a foyer on one side, and a vaulted, open
space on the other. Every painted surface is covered in Benjamin Moore’s Cloud Cover,) one of Cotton’s favorite shades of
white for many projects. Everything else in the home reflects its
natural patina, and as a result, the entire space feels exceptionally honest and open. The interior is straightforward — almost
coastal — certainly influenced by their coastal upbringings in
Rhode Island and Maine. Yet, the intimate details tell the history of the house. An antique saw salvaged from the house hangs
on the entry wall and sets the tone as you enter the house — a
reminder of both Mike’s profession as a carpenter and the history of the home. On the mantel rests an 18-pound cannon ball
that was unearthed in the backyard. “We are within shooting
distance of the Alamo, and like to think it’s the ‘Come and Take
It’ cannonball,” laughed Cotton.
The pair designed, and then built, much of their own furniture
from the harvested pine. The dining table, coffee table, kitchen
island and other details were constructed with care from the existing materials salvaged from the house. Cotton personally did
the masonry/brickwork for the fireplace. “The chimney had collapsed and was pulling on that side of the house. We had to take
it down brick by brick and use the exterior brick to construct
the hearth.” Each D’Hanis brick was sorted and cleaned before
being precisely aligned in a stacked pattern — a contemporary
reinterpretation of a welcoming fireplace. “They have a real patina from the original mortar,” said Cotton.
There’s not a detail in the home that doesn’t carry the
couple’s fingerprints. The airy kitchen’s concrete countertops were hand cast by the pair. A metalworker neighbor and
friend helped with the hardware and brackets in the kitchen.
The renovated home demonstrates how, with thoughtfulness and meticulous detail, a small and forgotten structure
can be transformed into a lasting treasure. u
ARCHITECT Highcotton Architects
401-441-1014 | www.highcottonarchitects.com
BUILDER Longhouse Builders
207-841-8693 | www.longhousebuilders.com
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Change
of
Plans
By Dan R. Goddard Photography by Dror Baldinger

BEFORE

Living with the changing light of the day is a new
way of life for Randy and Julie Stevens. Although the
couple only moved a couple of blocks within their
longtime Midland neighborhood, they went from a
house with a north/south axis to one with an east/west
orientation, which makes the West Texas
sunrises and sunsets much more spectacular and the
noontime sun more intense. So, the Stevens asked
Austin-based Jackson & McElhaney Architects —
Mike McElhaney, AIA, and Robert Jackson, FAIA —
to make their renovated home “open and airy.”
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W

alls of glass in the front and
back along with clerestories in
the open-design living room and
kitchen allows indirect washes of
natural light to bathe the interior.
“We love our spacious kitchen-den
area because we are cooks and love to have friends and family
over, and functions at our home,” Julie Stevens says. “We also
love how this house, situated east-west, has made us appreciate and become much more aware of our beautiful West Texas
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skies — sunrises and sunsets and all the sky in between.” The
Stevens have lived in Midland since 1981 and, while they’ve
experienced lots of ups and downs in the oil business, the city
currently has a population of 180,000 and is growing thanks
to the Permian Basin oil and gas boom. As empty nesters in
2013, they purchased a nearby house in their Warwick neighborhood built in 1958 by a prominent Midland pediatrician
and his wife. The house is just two blocks from the home
where the Stevens raised three children.
“Robert and Mike came to Midland in early 2013 and we

made several trips to meet with them in their offices in Austin,” Julie says. “We also did a lot of emailing back and forth.
Our interior designer, Karen Greiner, worked in trio with Robert and Mike during the entire process. Alix Knauth, an Austin
designer specializing in lighting, was also an integral player in
our design plan.”
But the renovation project was much more complicated
than the Stevens expected. The original 1958 house had red
brick the Stevens learned could not be matched. So, they decided to replace the brick. But once the old bricks were re-
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moved, extensive termite damage was discovered. Ultimately,
about all that remains of the original house is the foundation.
“My most important goal was to have a home built that
‘fit’ into our established neighborhood,” Julie says. “We also
wanted spacious, but well-thought-out areas for cooking and
entertaining and several smaller, cozy spaces for reading/
quiet time, plus a roomy, upstairs exercise area, offices and a
44 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

large garage with bike storage. We kept the original foundation of the 1958 house and added on a considerable amount
of square footage and 10-12-foot ceilings to meet our goals.
The clerestories added very distinctive and useful natural
light elements.”
Clerestories allow natural light deep into the middle of
the house. “A clerestory is a window above eye level,” Rob-
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ert Jackson says. “Often clerestories are somewhat protected
from direct sun by overhangs to help bring indirect light into a
building.” Both the living room and kitchen areas in the open
floor plan have large clerestory elements. Sitting atop the roof
like glass boxes, the clerestories convey an abundance of diffused light inside, while giving a nod to the street that is a
blend of traditional and contemporary architecture.
More common along the East Coast and in Europe, two gable-end bays that framed the entry were the most distinctive
46 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

architectural elements of the 1958 home. The Stevens wanted
to retain the familiar look of the earlier home while maintaining a modest, friendly scale appropriate to the neighborhood.
In the renovated design, Jackson & McElhaney reinforced the
twin bay composition with a full-height glass wall between
these two entry “bookends” to connect the interior vestibule
to the porch and yard.
“Because most of the original wall locations did not conform
to the owners’ needs, we re-organized all rooms with the ex-
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ception of the three guest bedrooms on the north side of the
home,” Jackson says. “We wanted the home to open to the
small garden-like yard, so large glass walls reinforce this connection, both from the living spaces and the kitchen.” The entry vestibule opens into the expansive entertaining and dining
area. More intimate rooms such as the library, family room,
breakfast nook and study provide variety and balance. These
public spaces are bounded by the master bedroom on one side
and three bedrooms on the other. The three interior walls of
AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2019
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the living/kitchen area and the courtyard privacy wall along
the rear of the yard create the feeling of one, large interior/
exterior room.
The interior design by Karen Greiner Interiors of Austin is
simple and refined to complement the restrained materials and
massing of the architecture. “It was important to the Stevens
that their home would be comfortable and allow them to entertain and host friends, family and groups throughout the year,”
Greiner says. “The client is a fabulous cook and hostess, so the
kitchen and main living areas were designed to be the hub of
the home. We designed a custom pastry run, cook top areas,
and specialized details based on the way she operates in the
kitchen. It was important to utilize their existing art, antiques
and special pieces while incorporating newer additions as well.”
The Stevens’ love of natural light guided Greiner’s palette
employing blues, green, off whites and random pops of color.
Almost entirely natural linens, cottons and fibers were used
throughout the house, contrasting with steel doors and windows. “Karen was absolutely amazing and pulled together the
entire project,” Julie says. “She listened to our wants and was
brilliant at guiding us toward a beautifully decorated, comfortable house that we think will stand the test of time.”
Curt Arnette of Sitio Design Group designed the back yard
and the landscape planting and low walls in the front yard, creating a cozy environment and focus for the living areas of the
home, while successfully screening the alley behind the property. A simple plunge pool and multiple seating areas allow plenty
of attractive spaces for entertaining. The low walls at the front
entry help create a transitional space as you approach the front
door. The walls off the master bedroom are slightly taller and
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create an intimate sitting area with a sense of privacy.
The general contractor on the project, JCC Partners of Midland, had remodeled the Stevens’ former home in 2001. The
design team quickly established a good working relationship
with the contractor and kept the communication flowing during construction, despite the long distance between Austin
and Midland.
McElhaney says every effort was made to salvage as much
of the existing home as possible. “Attempts were made to
salvage the existing framing, however the termite damage,
undersized rafters and low plate heights necessitated new
framing,” he says. “Fortunately, we were able to salvage the
concrete foundation so that it didn’t get hauled off to the landfill. We added on to the foundation where necessary for new
square footage. Other sustainable items include extensive natural daylighting, large overhangs shading west-facing glass,
and increased insulation value of the envelope.” The home’s
electrical, plumbing and HVAC systems were completely replaced throughout, because they needed to be updated per
current codes.
“Since we finished building this home in 2017, I have lost
count of the number of people who have told us that this is the
prettiest house in Midland,” Julie says. “Our three children,
spouses and grandchildren live in New York City, Waco and
Houston. We have lots of comfortable space when our family
visits and they all love that the spacious guest bedrooms have
en suite bathrooms!” u
ARCHITECT Jackson & McElhaney Architects
512-472-5132 | www.jacksonmcelhaney.com
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Rebuilding
After The

Flood

A raging storm roiled down the Blanco River on
Memorial Day weekend in 2015, dropping more than
a foot of rain, sending a 40-foot wall of water cascading
through the Wimberley area, destroying 350 homes and
claiming 13 lives in the worst flash flood to hit Central Texas
in a generation. The Texas Hill Country, where Wimberley
is located, is known as “Flash Flood Alley” because it leads
North America as the most flash-flood prone region. Many
foundation slabs remain as a reminder of the destruction.

By Dan R. Goddard Photography by Dror Baldinger

But people are rebuilding, though on higher ground,
and with extreme flood-preparedness in mind.
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“

P

rior to the Memorial Day ﬂood of 2015, this
10-acre property was a retreat from the
Central Texas heat. The previous house sat
on the banks of the Blanco River for more than 30
years,” Pax Chagnon, AIA, of San Marcos-based
Chagnon Architecture PLLC says. “In addition to
taking on water during the ﬂood, a large tree moving down the
river struck the house causing catastrophic damage.” Flood
waters covered all 10 acres. Downed cypress trees lined the
banks of the river, their bark stripped away by the water. On
the side of the property furthest from the river, the flood water
line was visible on the wire fence.
After the ﬂood, the owners decided to demolish the damaged house, abandon the existing site and ﬁnd a new building site a safe distance from the river, on higher ground. The
new house is located 300-feet further away from the river and

the lower floor level is about 10-feet higher than the original
house. By being so far away, the river view has been lost. However, there are views of the rocky, tree-covered bluff rising
above the opposite river bank.
“I was commissioned to design a new river house that had
to be safely away from the river. Even if you can’t see the river,
you know it’s there,” Chagnon says. “Though the river is out
of sight, the house is designed to address the river.” Large exterior and interior living rooms have views of the bluff. Inside,
reclaimed cypress wood wall paneling relates to the ancient
trees that still line the banks, green glass tile references the
clear river water, and vein cut limestone tile relates to the
limestone bluff. The cypress wood — used for wall paneling
and doors — is called “sinker cypress” and is harvested from
cypress trees that have been downed in rivers and lakes.
The new 3,400-square-foot house has five bedrooms and
five baths. A large great room, media room and master suite
are on the lower level, while the upper level contains three
bedroom suites, each with a private bathroom. On the river
side of the house a 12-foot-deep covered porch stretches the
length of the house and overlooks the pool and limestone bluff
beyond. An outdoor living room is connected to the great room
by a 12-foot-wide sliding glass door. Opposite the glass door
is a large Rumford fireplace, a focal point for both indoor and
outdoor living spaces.
“We provided both architectural and interior design services
for this project,” Chagnon says. “I previously taught Residential Design Studio and Design Graphics courses at Texas State
University’s Interior Design Program. As an architect, I believe
residential architecture should relate to the site and have design
consistency inside and out. Therefore, I believe a home’s interior, exterior and landscape design must be considered throughout the design process in order for it to be successful.”
To address the possibility of future flooding, the lower level
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exterior walls are constructed of insulation formed
concrete intended to provide a solid foundation for
the upper ﬂoor. Behind the drywall and stone veneer is six inches of steel reinforced concrete with
two inches of foam insulation on each side. The
wall steel reinforcing is tied to the foundation steel
reinforcing. The intent of this construction is to
provide a flood-resistant structure to support the
upper level of the house, sturdy enough to be used
as a last resort refuge from potential flood waters.
The exterior materials of the house relate to the
rural Hill Country vernacular: corrugated weathered steel siding, sandstone, cedar porch beams
and columns, stucco and a Galvelume metal roof.
“The Wimberley Retreat is a vacation rental
property, focused on the river. Its relationship to
the river is the reason the house exists,” Chagnon
says. “On one side of the coin, the river offers views
and recreation; on the other, the potential for future
floods must be respected and prepared for.” u
ARCHITECT Chagnon Architecture PLLC
512-757-9127 | www.chagnonarch.com
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POWERING
DOWN
By Julie Catalano Photography by Brian Cole

A young, high-octane couple jetting between homes, careers and lives in NYC and
Los Angeles never saw themselves residing anywhere but downtown in a big city.
Then they fell in love with Austin’s Barton Creek. The serene spot between two coasts
became home base and a welcome respite from what they call “our crazy lives.”
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“

ust 15 minutes from the city we enter what
feels to me like a Tuscan oasis,” says Amanda
Russell, MBA, entrepreneur, international fitness icon, popular speaker, consultant and brand
strategist. With husband Matt Calhoun’s growing
business in the energy sector, she adds, “he felt it
was important to have a residence in Texas.” Russell, too. As
co-creator of UCLA’s Influencer Marketing curriculum, which
she teaches at UT Austin, the capital city is a perfect fit.
To update their two-story, 9,618-square-foot, six-bedroom,
six-and-a-half-bath home in Barton Creek, the couple needed
help with interior design. “These are people who love to en56 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

tertain,” says Raquel Skrobarczyk, co-owner and principal
designer of Heather Scott Home & Design in Austin. “Our
goal for the interior was to create opulent spaces that still
felt warm and inviting.” The high contrast palette of primarily gray, white and black conveys a chic, modern edge where
spots of green pop in lively relief.
Bold accents abound, especially in the formal living room,
where a stunning 46x59-inch Lucien chandelier with French
gold leaf softly illuminates an oversized abstract art above the
fireplace, “a favorite of the client’s and a great jumping off
point for the design,” says Skrobarczyk. “We kept it simple
and sophisticated while making it a nice space for entertain-
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ing.” A lounge sofa in white/cream velvet and a pair of hourglass ottomans in gray velvet, all from Hickory Chair, are
complemented by custom Kravet silk drapes embellished with
Schumacher tape in a Greek key design.
With such a simple color scheme, fabrics and finishes became indispensable for creating depth and drama. “They add
layers to the design,” explains Skrobarczyk. Besides silk and
velvet, there are touches of leather, crystal, marble, brass, glass,
acrylic and a mix of metals in bronze, gold, silver and more.
In the kitchen, the designer brightened up the space by
painting tea stained cabinets in Benjamin Moore® Cloud Cover
with satin brass hardware, installing a marble backsplash in
AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2019
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a chevron pattern, and adding stylish barstools in white vinyl
and bronze metal from Worlds Away. The design team leveled
a large two-tiered island to one level, with a countertop in Silestone® Calcutta Gold. A chunky chandelier was replaced by
Corsica Lantern pendants from Currey & Co. A designer favorite is the stationary Roman shade in black and white graphic
linen titled Channels from Lee Jofa. Very cool.
Adjacent to the kitchen, the family room extends the space
for guests with a welcome blend of style and comfort. Visitors
are delighted by the sight of an eye-catching carpet runner by
Stark in zebra print lining the wood stairs (a second staircase to
the left is similarly dressed, creating the illusion of a really large
staircase with “zebra” everywhere). Texture reigns here with
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a hand-rubbed antique mirror-topped black
coffee table, a single gray velvet chair, tortoise print pillow, and a pair of ottomans clad
in champagne faux lizard with acrylic base.
The sumptuous master suite features a
king bed from Hickory Chair in the Eastwood Bed series with a gray velvet frame
and tufted headboard set against an accent
wall covered in Thibaut Portier wallpaper in
White on Pearl. “The couple travels a lot,”
says Skrobarczyk, “and they wanted a restful space with a clean yet cozy look.” The
spacious room is anchored by oversized
nightstands (“they’re actually dressers,”
says Skrobarczyk) in a waxed ebony finish
with acrylic/antique brass pulls.
A gallery wall features custom-framed,
one-of-a-kind intaglios (dimensional engraving or etching on a
surface) sourced from Heather Scott Home & Design. Nearby,
a stairway leads to a downstairs sitting area where a soothing palette of cream, pink and blush in bergère Orient Express
Brussels chairs and a skirted, tufted ottoman continues the
cozy feel as part of a mother-in-law suite. “This is a favorite vignette,” says Skrobarczyk. “It’s a little different, a little softer,
and a look that the client wanted to include.”
The library/office is what Russell calls her “haven” in the
winter. “I always wanted an old-school, library-style office
with floor-to-ceiling books, fireplace and a beautiful chandelier.” With all that and more, Russell can run her various
business(es) at a three-drawer Bernhardt Salon alabaster finish desk with faux shagreen fronts (faux ray in a leathery pebbly finish) and a recovered Bernhardt Salon winged chair in
creamy linen with custom velvet black stripe. Across from
that is her dream come true of floor-to-ceiling built-ins holding hundreds of books with a library ladder to access them.
Still, as offices go, “Nothing beats being outside in fresh air,”
enthuses Russell. Even in a steamy new state? “Yes! Growing up
in Canada, working outside most of the year is a luxury. No matter how hot, I’ll work out in the shade with the fans blowing.”
The pool, she adds, is perfect for “swimming laps in solitude.”
As for working with Heather Scott Home & Design, Russell
is thrilled. “They were a joy to work with, immediately ‘got’
my style, and made beautiful use of several favorite pieces
from my NYC and Los Angeles residences.”
As the hardworking, outdoorsy couple juggles work, time
off, and business and leisure travel, Russell believes that their
new home reflects an elegance and warmth that “balances
both worlds. Now my home is my sanctuary — something I
never would have imagined before moving to Austin!” u
DESIGN Heather Scott Home & Design
512-342-6899 | www.heatherscotthome.com
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CASTROVILLE
It’s been dubbed “The Little Alsace of Texas.”
But to those early European settlers all the way to the current
residents of this historical gem, it’s just called home.

By Julie Catalano Photography courtesy of Castroville Area Chamber of
Commerce, The Landmark Inn, Bradford Boehme

C

astroville is a mere 27
miles from downtown
San Antonio, but in history and heritage it’s almost a trip back in time
to an era featuring an
unlikely combination of the Wild West and the Alsace region
in France, when 19th-century residents seeking a better life
could find it in a strange new land called Texas thanks to an
ambitious entrepreneur named Henri Castro.
“It was an interesting time in Texas,” says Bradford Boehme,
historian, whose own family history coincides with that of his
hometown — he has a number of great-great-great grandparents who were part of the original colony established on the
banks of the Medina River on September 3, 1844. “It was during the Republic of Texas, between 1836-45, when Texas was a
country in its own right. Land-rich but money-poor.”
In fact, Texas was in serious financial trouble and looking
for aid. The empresario (Spanish for entrepreneur) system
was tailor made for banker Castro, French-born to a Jewish
family of noble Portuguese descent. In 1842 he contracted
with the Texan government to bring settlers to a million+
acres he received in a land grant in what would eventually become Medina County, named for the river.
He started recruiting in Paris without much luck. He fared
better in the Alsace province of France near Germany. “They
were mostly farmers who came to Texas with the promise of
640 acres per family,” says Boehme. “That was a virtual kingdom from their perspective.” Castro left out a few details in his
pitch, like the fact that Mexico was still trying to reclaim Texas
and the Comanche Indians were a force to be reckoned with.
60 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

TOP: CASTROVILLE’S HOUSTON SQUARE. ABOVE: HENRI CASTRO,
CASTRO HOMESTEAD. BELOW: MEDINA COUNTY COURTHOUSE,
NOW CASTROVILLE CITY HALL.

Still, free land and its endless possibilities beckoned. “These
Europeans were fresh off the boat and soon became your stereotypical horse-riding, pistol-wielding Texans,” says Boehme.
“It’s fascinating to know that our forebears adapted quickly to
a wild environment as a matter of survival.”
In the end, despite Comanches, Mexican raids, cholera and
an inconsistent (and often punishing) climate, they didn’t just
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adapt — they thrived,
growing into a prosperous town and commercial center that became
the Medina County seat
in 1848. Castro is cred- ABOVE & RIGHT: THE LANDMARK
ited with bringing to INN, THEN AND NOW. MIDDLE, LEFT
Texas more than 2,100 TO RIGHT: JACOB HABY, JOSEPH BECK
AND JOSEPH BURELL JR. WERE TEXAS
emigrants; only “Father RANGERS IN MEDINA COUNTY IN
of Texas” Stephen F. Aus- 1872-73.
tin brought more. Castro
established the colonies of Castroville in 1844, Quihi and Vandenburg in 1846, and D’Hanis in 1847.
A significant turning point in the town’s history — and one
that changed its destiny forever — took place in the early
1880s when Castroville was unable (or unwilling, depending
on the version) to put up a $100,000 bond for the Southern Pacific railroad for a stop in town. “When the railroad bypassed
your town,” says Boehme, “they made a point to seriously bypass it so as to cut you off from any benefit the railroad might
produce.” The track virtually circled the town on its way west,
and no part of it was closer than five miles. The effect was devastating. By 1892, the county seat was moved to Hondo, which
had exploded in growth because of the railroad. From then on,
according to Boehme, Castroville became “a time capsule.”
These days, Boehme does living history presentations portraying his great-great-grandfather Texas Ranger Jacob Haby,
dressing in period costume (complete with Haby’s original pack
and guns), sporting a giant moustache, telling tales of the founding of Castroville and the trials and tribulations of life on the
frontier. He speaks Alsatian and self-describes as “a student of
history and tradition, so I gravitate towards it and want to raise
my children in the same environment.”
He even finds a silver lining in that long-ago fateful decision
to shun the railroad. “We have about 100 original homes here
that are being preserved and still used, and they are here only
because they weren’t demolished to build new buildings that
would have accompanied any major growth.” In other words, the
town missed out on the money but the culture was preserved.
In fact, the Castroville Historic District contains some of the
city’s oldest sections, and the district was listed on the National
Register of Historic Places in 1970. The Chamber BELOW: ST. LOUIS CHURCH BUILT
of Commerce website de- IN 1850. RIGHT: ST. LOUIS CHURCH
TODAY.
scribes their self-guided
Historic Walking Tour as
their most popular attraction; a map with pictures
of the properties provides
historical
information
and description of the
structures. Their distinc-

tive architectural features — smooth
stucco, sloping asymmetrical roofs,
thick walls and German fachwerkstyle supports of cedar and cypress
planks — echo those of European
country houses.
The Steinbach Haus is symbolic of
the bond that exists to this day between “Little Alsace” and the original Alsace region. The house, originally built between 1618 and 1648,
was disassembled in 1998, shipped THE STEINBACH HAUS IN WAHLBACH, FRANCE. THE STEINBACH HAUS 2013 BY LARRY D. MOORE.
from France to Castroville, and reassembled by Alsatian volunteers as a gift to the people of Medina
At the Castroville Public Library, an oral history project
County. It is now a museum and the town’s visitors center.
decades ago sponsored by the Castro Colonies Heritage AsThe picturesque Landmark Inn State Historic Site grew
sociation/Living History Center yields priceless treasures:
from a private home and dry goods store built in 1849 to
“They have a lot of wonderful audio storytelling from folks
a popular bed-and-breakfast-style hotel and gristmill now
who aren’t with us anymore,” says Boehme. “These were the
owned and operated by the Texas Historical Commission
grandchildren of the original settlers, offering interesting in(www.visitlandmarkinn.com). A major event is the annual
sight on what is now seven generations back. In a historical
St. Louis Day celebration that commemorates the foundcontext, though, it’s not really that long ago. They talk about
ing of the parish in 1844 and takes place on the church
all the old traditions that we still participate in.” u
grounds; the current structure was built in the late 1860s
(www.saintlouisday.com).
For more information, www.castroville.com.

JOIN
CASTROVILLE
FOR A HISTORIC
GOOD TIME
On September 10 at 6:00pm, the Hillside Boutique Hotel will host ‘Vintage
Castroville,’ a celebration of Alsatian

wine, culture and cuisine. Chef David
Hill will feature foods that nod to the
city’s Alsatian heritage and wines will
be selected by Mathieu Muckensturm,
a native of Strasbourg, the capital of
Alsace. Hillside owner Jana Winkler, a
member of the Alsatian Pioneers Chapter of the Daughters of the Republic of
Texas, will share highlights from Castroville’s history. Reservations required.
Spa and room packages are also available. (www.hillsidetexas.com).
A special meeting of the city council on
Thursday, September 12, is planned for
the grounds of the Landmark Inn State
Historic Site, “with only one agenda
item,” says David Grabitske, site manager. “To mark 175 years to the day when
Henri Castro and the original pioneers
gathered underneath a pecan tree here
on the property on September 12, 1844,
to write out their city charter.” Mayor
Phyllis Santleben will read a proclamation expected from the governor. The
public is welcome (www.castroville.gov).
On Saturday, September 14, the official Castroville Founders Day 175th
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Celebration kicks off at 9:30am with
an opening ceremony on September
Square, “by the Alsatian Pioneers Chapter of the Daughters of the Republic of
Texas (DRT),” says Priscilla Garrett,
chair of the 175th Founders Day Celebration committee.
Additional sites — Steinbach Haus,
Houston Square, Castroville Colonies
Living History Center, the Lutheran
Church, St. Louis Catholic Church and
Landmark Inn — will feature various cultural activities from 10:00am-4:00pm.
“A special free ‘Passport’ created for children through high school age can be obtained and stamped at designated ‘stops’
and, when completed, turned in at September Square by 4:00pm for a prize,”
adds Garrett.
As for that long-ago pecan tree that
witnessed history, it was made into a table upon its death in 1985 and will once
again have a place in the sun. Hopefully.
“On September 12, weather permitting,
the table will be placed where that tree
was,” says Grabitske, “and the city council will conduct its meeting around it.”

REMODELER’S ADVICE

T H E R E AL B EN EF ITS OF

R E MOD ELING
Y OU R H OM E

Among the many benefits of remodeling your home, the most
important are a reduction in maintenance and utility costs. Home
repair costs often increase significantly with the age of the house
and with ongoing issues that have been neglected. By replacing
worn and aged materials in a timely manner, you not only decrease the need for constant repairs, but newer and more efficient
products result in lower monthly bills.
For instance, by replacing outdated and
insufficient insulation with newer and
more efficient materials, your energy savings can be substantial over time. Choosing to replace old fixtures in your home
for newer and more durable ones will also
decrease the cost of maintenance and
utilities over time. A house remodel can
ANGELA PARKS,
actually pay for itself in the long run. SimExecutive Director,
NARI San Antonio
ply replacing drafty windows and doors
with well-insulated ones can drastically
reduce your electric bills for years.
Besides the benefits of cost reduction,
there can also be the benefit of reduced
stress. The best home remodeling improves the home’s level of comfort and
functionality. For example, a well-done
KAYVON LEATH,
bathroom remodel will create a refuge for
Executive Director,
relaxation and privacy. A kitchen remodel
Austin NARI
makes your cooking process a lot easier
and even more fun. And a dining or living room area remodel provides a family-time zone that brings the whole family closer.
Remodeling a home is also environmentally responsible. According to the Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies, more
than 120 million homes are at least 32 years old, and $233 billion is spent annually on remodeling them. Older houses were
built when energy was cheap so they have fewer features that are
now implemented in new green construction. Green remodeling
encompasses a set of main principles: energy efficiency, healthy
indoor air, durability and resource efficiency. If every home renovation was based on these principles, each homeowner would
experience 30 years of reduced energy bills, improved comfort,
healthier air and lower maintenance costs. u
To reduce maintenance and utility costs and create a smart
and comfortable environment to enjoy for years to come, the
professional remodelers of the National Association of the
Remodeling Industry in Austin and San Antonio can help.
Visit www.austinnari.org or www.remodelsanantonio.org.

Premier Certified Fabricator of

Ultra-Compact Surfaces
Ultra-Compact Surfaces employ an exclusive Sintered
Particle Technology, a high tech process which represents an
accelerated version of the metamorphic change that natural
stone undergoes when subjected to high temperatures and
pressure over thousands of years. The term “Ultra Compact
Surface” is used to describe a completely new countertop
surface that is made by putting the raw materials found in
glass, porcelain, and quartz, under extreme heat and pressure to create an almost indestructible material through a
process of “Particle Sintering”. Brands that we fabricate and
install include Sapienstone, Maxfine, Dekton and Neolith.

CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFO.

915 W. Howard Ln., Austin, TX 78753

512-834-8746

www.A l p h a Gr a n i t eA u s t i n. co m
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SPOTLIGHT
Gourdgeous Glass Pumpkin Patch
at Wimberley Glassworks
September 28
Feast your eyes on Wimberley Glassworks’ annual Gourdgeous Glass Pumpkin Patch with hundreds of glass pumpkins and gourds. Celebrate with us at our studio and enjoy
live country music with Tracie Lynn, Middleton Brew and
glassblowing demonstrations by our team of artisans creating pumpkins with their twisty stems, all compliments of the
Glassworks. Watch us create an extra-large glass pumpkin at
2pm in a glassblowing demo. Pick your own pumpkins colors
and watch us make one just for you. Come see us any time,
and let us treat you on the 28th. www.wgw.com

Culinaria: Cheers to Twenty Years!
September 26 to 29
Raise your glasses during the 20th annual Culinaria Wine
+ Food Festival, as organizers serve up some of the greatest
hits from the last two decades while also preparing exciting twists on some past favorites. For the fourth consecutive
year, La Cantera Resort & Spa will host the Culinaria Festival. Culinaria is continually expanding, introducing new
events during Festival week, September 26-29 and throughout the year. Visit www.culinariasa.org to purchase tickets
and learn about all Culinaria’s Wine and Food events.

Deborah Main
Designs
Celebrates 15 Years
In Business,
Rebranding As
The Pillow Goddess
Award-winning designer
Deborah Main’s work features rare textiles with
prices ranging from $125
to $1,995. She kicked off
the next chapter with a celebratory event at Sparrow Interiors + Gifts and has expanded her business by re-branding
as The Pillow Goddess, launching a new website, providing
increased custom capabilities, adding Austin retailers and
offering a top Design Influencer Program. The Modern Architecture + Design Society continues to showcase her custom pillows for home staging, while employing her social
media services for their international series of events highlighted by the Austin Modern Home Tour.
www.PillowGoddess.com
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Martel Expands Service With Replacement
Windows and Doors
Martel Windows & Doors, known for providing quality
windows and doors from an extensive list of manufacturers
and in materials that include vinyl, aluminum, fiberglass and
wood, is now serving homeowners with replacement windows and doors. Their goal is to assist clients in achieving
their new vision for their home, whether that’s improving
energy efficiency, updating windows or creating a statement piece with a view. Martel is excited about introducing
this new service in 2019, and the ability to enhance people’s
homes. www.martelwd.com

AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2019
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SPOTLIGHT
LaRue Architects Proudly
Celebrates 30th Anniversary
Principal Jim LaRue and his team have perfected a Hill Country Contemporary
vernacular that draws on regional building methods and materials and the unique
environment — topography, wind, trees, sun — for its modernist-inspired approach
to Central Texas living. Over the past three decades, LaRue Architects’ homes have
received dozens of awards and have been included on numerous homes tours,
including the upcoming 2019 AIA Austin Homes ]Tour this October. With more
than 400 private residences under its belt, the firm has expanded its reach to
include work in cities across the U.S. www.larue-architects.com

BALDRIDGE ARCHITECTS, PHOTO BY JAKE HOLT PHOTOGRAPHY

Fall Brings AIA Homes Tours

Cuero Celebrates Warhol
October 11 to November 16
The Chisholm Trail Heritage Museum
proudly presents an art exhibit featuring Andy Warhol’s Cowboys and Indians series. Warhol’s last major project
before passing in 1987 pays tribute to
the archetypal symbols of a popular,
romanticized version of the American
West. Other noted Western and Native
American artists to be featured are Bob
Wade, John Nieto, John Moyers, Billy
Schenck and Ira Yeager.
www.chisholmtrailmuseum.org.

Austin: October 19 & 20, 10:00am-6:oopm | San Antonio: October 12, 12:00-6:00pm
Austin’s 33rd Annual Homes Tour and San Antonio’s 22nd features unique homes
highlighting a range of techniques from overall design and craftsmanship to creative
use of materials. www.aiaaustin.org, www.aiasa.org

Blinded by Delight Opens
Second Showroom In Boerne
From a small office and garage that began
in December of 2004 to a small showroom in
2013 to a main San Antonio office and showroom in 2017, Blinded by Delight proudly
displays a Hunter Douglas Gallery of window coverings showcasing shutters, shades, soft treatments and automation. Crediting her staff of seven talented team members, owner and designer Cyndi Roberts has
now opened a second showroom in Boerne. www.blindedbydelight.com
AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2019
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ASSOCIATIONS
Austin NARI
www.austinnari.org
512-375-2601

Haven Design & Construction
www.havendesignandconstruction.com
210-996-9494

INTERIOR DESIGN
NARI San Antonio
www.remodelsanantonio.org
210-826-7200

Bella Villa Design
www.bellavillads.com
512-443-3200

San Antonio Board of Realtors
www.sabor.com

Haven Design & Construction
www.havendesignandconstruction.com
210-996-9494

CHARITABLE EVENTS
Ranch Chic Fashion Show
www.cattlebaronsgala.org
210-595-0221
SA Clubhouse Sock Hop
www.saclubhousegala.org

CUSTOM CABINETRY & DESIGN
KingWood Fine Cabinetry
www.kingwoodcabinets.com
830-990-0565

CUSTOM CLOSETS & STORAGE
Container Store
www.containerstore.com
Austin: 512-349-0555
San Antonio: 210-341-7848

FURNITURE & DESIGN
Catrina’s Interiors
www.catrinasinteriors.com
830-331-9010
Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
www.mgbwhome.com
512-676-4144

KITCHEN & BATH
Expressions Home Gallery
www.expressionshomegallery.com
Austin: 512-454-4526
San Antonio: 210-349-7878
Factory Builder Stores
www.factorybuilderstores.com
Austin: 512-834-1442
San Antonio: 210-349-9333
Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery
www.fergusonshowrooms.com
Austin: 512-445-5140, 512-382-2032
San Antonio: 210-344-3013
Kohler Signature Store
by FACETS of Austin
www.kohlersignaturestoreaustin.com
512-382-7939

LIGHTING
Lights Fantastic
www.lightsfantastic.com
512-452-9511

OUTDOOR LIVING
HOME REMODELING
Boerne Kitchens and Baths
www.boernekitchensandbaths.com
830-446-1506

TimberTown Austin
www.timbertownaustin.com
512-528-8112
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POOLS
Anthony Sylvan Pools
www.loveourpools.com
888-495-1537

STONE & TILE
Alpha Granite & Tile
www.alphagraniteaustin.com
512-834-8746
Empire Countertops
www.empirefab.com
Austin: 512-637-5240
San Antonio: 210-651-3281
The Tile Shop
www.tileshop.com
San Antonio-East: 210-998-5212
San Antonio-West: 210-201-8891
Austin-South: 512-420-4146
Austin-Gateway: 512-420-4152
Round Rock: 737-209-5204

WINDOW COVERINGS
& AWNINGS
Austin Window Fashions
www.austinwindowfashions.com
512-836-3388
Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
www.austintatiousblinds.com
512-608-0302
Texas Sun & Shade
www.txsunandshade.com
512-402-0990
Window Fashions of Texas
www.windowfashionsoftexas.com
210-979-8703

Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
12918 Shops Pkwy Ste 700
Bee Caves, Texas 78738
M-F: 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sun: Closed
512-608-0302
www.austintatiousshutters.com
Call now for a free consultation or come by
our state-of-the-art showroom!

